
IMPACT BRIEF

When Patrice Peyret started Plastyc in 2006, 

he saw an opportunity to help people outside the mainstream economy 

participate in better and more cost-effective financial services. Initially 

created to help teenagers gain access to prepaid card accounts to 

make purchases online without borrowing a parent’s credit card, 

Plastyc soon realized there was as much of a need for this product 

in working adult segments as there was from consumers outside the 

traditional mainstream. Plastyc started with a model to serve the “too 

young to be banked,” but now delivers most of its services to the 

traditionally underserved, as well as to the growing number of “strivers” who 

prefer to manage their money online and by phone with the lowest possible fees.

Good Banking for All

Meeting Consumer Need:

Plastyc’s solutions come in the form of online-only products, Upside 
cards and iBankUP, which are intended to be full replacements for 
checking accounts. Plastyc addresses the desires of people who would 
otherwise live in a cash economy by:

n  Enabling consumers to receive their salaries directly onto their cards via 
direct deposit and avoid check cashers;

n  Saving them the time and money that is spent purchasing money orders to 
pay rent and other bills by allowing customers to write paper checks;

n  Allowing customers to purchase cell phone minutes straight from their card 
accounts, saving them the hassle of buying mobile reload packs or calling 
1-800 numbers;

n  Helping consumers compensate for their frequent lack or shortage of health 
insurance by providing them discounts on prescription drugs through a free 
pharmacy card;

n  Assisting them with setting money aside for emergencies by providing a 
free and automated “Rainy Day Reserve” which can be programmed to 
automatically save a few dollars per day, per week or per month, depending 
on goals and financial conditions;

n  Providing mobile apps to help consumers who don’t have easy access to 
traditional computers but do have smartphones (roughly 70% of Plastyc’s 
customers have smartphones) keep close track of funds on the go.



“THIS HAS MADE MY BANKING 
EVEN BETTER TO NOT HAVE TO GO 
TO [AN] ATM OR FIND A COMPUTER 
TO CHECK MY ACCOUNT.” 
RONALD WILLIAMS,
PLASTYC CUSTOMER

COMPASS COMMITMENT
Plastyc is one of the first companies to make 

a public Compass Commitment. The Center 

for Financial Services Innovation is looking for 

organizations to take action on the Compass 

Principles, aspirational guidelines that define 

how providers can work toward a vision for 

the future in which financial services are 

safe and actively contribute to improving 

people’s lives. Plastyc has publicly commited 

to a specific, measurable, and high-impact 

initiative to demonstrate application and 

adoption of the Compass Principles. 
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CHECK THE FACTS:

R	Many customers who have been unable to access checks 

due to their ChexSystems history can pay by check again, 

without fear of overdrafts or bounced checks. Several 

tens of thousands of dollars worth 
of checks are written and mailed every day through 

Plastyc.

R  Plastyc has opened 400K accounts since 

inception.

R  Within a month of having introduced Rainy Day Reserve 

saving service, 2,000 customers are saving 

money on a regular basis.

R  Plastyc is the “financial hub” for 56% of 
their customers who have no other payment 

means: no bank account and no other card.

R  More than 60% of Plastyc’s customers make less than 
$25K/year in income.

R  Of Plastyc’s customers, more than 75% have 
either an Android phone or an 
iPhone.

R  About 80% of the gross dollar volume 
loaded into Plastyc’s accounts comes 
from direct deposit while the remaining 20% is 

from cash loads.

R  On average, people keep Plastyc’s accounts  

for 24 months.

For more information on Plastyc or its products, 
go to www.plastyc.com.


